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Strong equivalen e is an important property for nonmonotoni formalisms, allowing safe lo al hanges to a nonmonotoni theory.
This paper onsiders strong equivalen e for nonmonotoni ausal theories of the kind introdu ed by M Cain and Turner. Causal theories T1
and T2 are strongly equivalent if, for every ausal theory T , T1 [ T and
T2 [ T are equivalent (that is, have the same ausal models). The paper
introdu es a onvenient hara terization of this property in terms of soalled SE-models, mu h as was done previously for answer set programs
and default theories. A similar result is provided for the nonmonotoni
modal logi UCL. The paper also introdu es a redu tion from the problem of de iding strong equivalen e of two ausal theories to the problem
of de iding equivalen e of two sets of propositional formulas.

Abstra t.

1 Introdu tion
Strong equivalen e is an important property for nonmonotoni formalisms; it
allows one to safely make lo al hanges to a nonmonotoni theory (without
having to onsider the whole theory). The generi property an be de ned thus:
theories P and Q (in some nonmonotoni formalism) are strongly equivalent if,
for every theory R, theories P [ R and Q [ R are equivalent. Su h P an be
safely repla ed with Q, with no need to onsider the ontext in whi h P o urs.
Lifs hitz, Pear e and Valverde [13℄ introdu ed the notion of strong equivalen e and used Heyting's logi of here-and-there to hara terize strong equivalen e for logi programs with nested expressions [14℄ (and, more generally, for
equilibrium logi [19℄). A losely related hara terization in terms of so- alled
SE-models was introdu ed in [24℄. In that paper, a variant of SE-models was also
used to hara terize strong equivalen e for default logi [21, 7℄. In [25℄, SE-models
were used to hara terize strong equivalen e for the weight onstraint programs
of Niemela and Simons [18℄. The urrent paper introdu es another variant of
SE-models to hara terize strong equivalen e for nonmonotoni ausal theories.
Nonmonotoni ausal theories were introdu ed by M Cain and Turner in [17℄.
The urrent paper onsiders the extension of ausal theories, introdu ed in [8℄,
in whi h the atomi parts of formulas are equalities of a kind that may be found
in onstraint satisfa tion problems. This is onvenient when formulas are used to
?
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talk about states of a system. For instan e, to des ribe the lo ation of a person
in an apartment, we an use equalities like

Lo = Kit hen ; Lo = LivingRoom ; Lo = Bathroom ; Lo = Bedroom :
The dire t e e t of walking to the kit hen an then be des ribed simply by saying
that there is a ause for the rst of these atomi formulas to be true (from whi h
it will follow that there is a ause for the others to be false). By omparison,
in a stri tly Boolean language, the relationship between these atomi formulas
must be expressed by additional formulas; in a ase like this, one must express,
so to speak, not only the logi al relationship between them (exa tly one is true
at ea h moment) but also the ausal relationship.
An implementation of ausal theories|the Causal Cal ulator (CCal )1 |
has been applied to several hallenge problems in the theory of ommonsense
knowledge [12, 11, 1, 5℄, to wire-routing problems [6℄, and to formalization of
multi-agent omputational systems [2, 3℄. Lee and Lifs hitz [9℄ have shown how to
use ausal theories to represent \additive" uents| uents with numeri al values
that may be a e ted by on urrent a tions whose intera ting e e ts must be
suitably (often additively) ombined. In working out these various appli ations,
our understanding of the ausal theories formalism has begun to mature.
The mathemati al results of the urrent paper ontribute to this maturation
pro ess. In addition to providing a mathemati ally simple hara terization of
strong equivalen e for ausal theories, the paper des ribes an easy redu tion of
the problem of de iding strong equivalen e of two ausal theories to the problem
of de iding equivalen e of two omparably-sized sets formulas of propositional
logi . This makes it straightforward to he k strong equivalen e of nite ausal
theories automati ally, via standard satis ability solvers.
The paper also in ludes a hara terization of strong equivalen e for the nonmonotoni modal logi UCL [23℄, whi h an be understood as an extension of
the ausal theories formalism. One of the initial motivations for the introdu tion
of UCL was to provide a more adequate semanti foundation for ausal theories.
UCL is obtained by imposing a simple xpoint ondition on standard S5 modal
logi . Thus, standard S5 provides a basis in UCL for the kinds of repla ement
properties guaranteed by strong equivalen e. That is, in UCL one an safely repla e any subtheory with an S5-equivalent, without hanging the set of ausal
models. What we will see is that the SE-models for UCL are a tually a slight
spe ialization of the S5-models. (So S5-equivalen e implies strong equivalen e,
but the onverse does not hold.)
We pro eed as follows. Se tion 2 reviews the lass of propositional formulas
from whi h ausal theories and UCL will be built. Se tion 3 reviews the syntax
and semanti s of ausal theories. Se tion 4 introdu es and dis usses the SE-model
hara terization of strong equivalen e for ausal theories. Se tion 5 presents the
redu tion from strong equivalen e of ausal theories to equivalen e of sets of
propositional formulas. Se tion 6 introdu es the syntax and semanti s of UCL,
and shows that ausal theories are subsumed by UCL. Se tion 7 presents the
1
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SE-model hara terization of strong equivalen e for UCL. Se tion 8 onsists of
on luding remarks.

2 Formulas
Following [8℄, the lass of formulas de ned here is similar to the lass of propositional formulas, but a little bit more general: we will allow atomi parts of a
formula to be equalities of the kind found in onstraint satisfa tion problems.
A (multi-valued propositional) signature is a set  of symbols alled onstants, along with a nonempty nite set Dom ( ) of symbols, disjoint from ,
assigned to ea h onstant . We all Dom ( ) the domain of . An atom of a
signature  is an expression of the form
=v
(\the value of is v ") where 2  and v 2 Dom ( ). A formula over  is a
propositional ombination of atoms.
An interpretation of  is a fun tion that maps every element of  to an
element of its domain. An interpretation I satis es an atom = v if I ( ) = v .
The satisfa tion relation is extended from atoms to arbitrary formulas a ording
to the usual truth tables for the propositional onne tives.
As usual, the symbol j= denotes the satisfa tion relation. An interpretation
satis es a set of formulas if it satis es ea h formula in the set. An interpretation
that satis es a formula, or a set of formulas, is said to be one of its models.
Formulas or sets of formulas are equivalent if they have the same models.
A Boolean onstant is one whose domain is the set ff; tg of truth values. A
Boolean signature is one whose onstants are Boolean. If is a Boolean onstant,
we will sometimes write as shorthand for the atom = t. Under this onvention,
when the syntax and semanti s de ned above are restri ted to Boolean signatures
and to formulas that do not ontain f, they turn into the usual syntax and
semanti s of lassi al propositional formulas.

3 Causal Theories
3.1 Syntax

Begin with a multi-valued propositional signature  . By a ( ausal) rule we mean
an expression of the form
F
G
(\F is aused if G is true") where F and G are formulas over  , alled the head
and the body of the rule. A ausal theory is a set of ausal rules.

(

3.2 Semanti s
For any ausal theory T and interpretation I of its signature, let
TI = fF : F
G 2 T; I j= G g :
We say that I is a ausal model of T if I is the unique model of T I .

(

3.3 Examples, Remarks, an Auxiliary De nition and Two Fa ts
The following example makes use of the onvention that for a Boolean onstant ,
we an write as shorthand for the atom = t.

Example 1. Let T be the ausal theory over the Boolean signature fp; qg whose
rules are
p
q
:q

((( q:q q;; :

Of the four interpretations of this signature, only the interpretation I1 that maps
both p and q to t is a ausal model. Indeed, T I1 = fp; q g, whose unique model
is I1 . Let I2 be su h that I2 (p) = f and I2 (q ) = t. Then T I2 = fp; q g, whi h is
not satis ed by I2 , whi h is therefore not a ausal model of T . Finally, if I maps
q to f, then T I = f:q g, whi h has two models. Consequently, su h an I annot
be a ausal model of T .

(

For te hni al onvenien e, we extend the de nition of satisfa tion to ausal
rules and thus to ausal theories; to this end, I j= F
G if I j= G  F .
In de ning satisfa tion of ausal theories thus, we ertainly do not mean
to suggest that the ausal onne tive
an be identi ed with the material
onditional . To the ontrary, noti e for instan e that the latter two rules in
Example 1 are satis ed by every interpretation of the signature, and yet ea h
des ribes a distin t ondition under whi h a distin t state of a airs has a ause.
The following observation is easily veri ed.

(

Fa t 1 For any ausal theory T and interpretation I , I j= T i I j= T I .
The following easy orollary an also be useful.

Fa t 2 For any ausal theory T and interpretation I , if I is a ausal model of T ,
then I j= T .
Next we onsider an example that makes use of non-Boolean onstants.

Example 2. Take  = fa; bg with Dom (a) = f0; 1g and Dom (b) = f0; 1; 2g. Let

8 a =0 6 b =0 ( > ; 9
>
><
a =1 ( a =1 ; =
T=
>: :b =1 ( b =2 ; >;
? ( a =0 ^ b =1

:

For ea h j 2 f0; 1g and k 2 f0; 1; 2g, let Ijk be the interpretation of  su h that
Ijk (a) = j and Ijk (b) = k. Noti e that I00 6j= a =0 6 b =0
>, so I00 6j= T , and
we an on lude by Fa t 2 that I00 is not a ausal model of T . For the same reason, I11 and I12 are not ausal models of T . And sin e I01 6j= ?
a =0 ^ b =1,

(

(

Fa t 2 also shows that I01 is not a ausal model of T . For the remaining interpretations, we have
T I02 = f a =0 6 b =0; :b =1 g ;
T I10 = f a =0 6 b =0; a =1 g :
T I02 has two models (namely, I02 and I10 ), so I02 is not a ausal model of T .
The unique model of T I10 is I10 , so I10 is a ausal model of T .

The de nition of ausal models re e ts the following intuitions (with respe t
to those features of worlds that are des ribed by the onstants in the signature
of ausal theory T ).

{ For ea h interpretation I , T I is a des ription of exa tly what is aused in
worlds like I .

{ The \ ausally explained" worlds are those in whi h (i) everything that is
aused obtains and, moreover, (ii) everything that obtains is aused.

A ordingly, I is a ausal model of T i I j= T I and, so to speak, everything
about I has a ause a ording to T (that is, no interpretation di erent from I
satis es T I ). Requirement (i) is not surprising. Requirement (ii) is more interesting, and sin e it is the key to the mathemati ally simple xpoint de nition,
we go so far as to name it \the prin iple of universal ausation." In pra ti e, it
is often a omodated in part by writing rules of the form
F

(F

whi h an be understood to stipulate that F has a ause whenever F is the ase.
Similarly, in appli ations of ausal theories to reasoning about a tion, the
ommonsense law of inertia is most typi ally expressed by rules of the form
t +1: = v

( t+1: = v ^ t : = v

whi h an be understood to stipulate that if has value v at time t and keeps
that value at time t + 1 then there is a ause for = v at time t + 1. (Intuitively,
the ause is inertia.) As explored elsewhere, su h rules provide a robust solution
to the frame problem in the ontext of ausal theories.
For further dis ussion, see [17, 23, 8℄. Additional examples an also be found
in the appli ation papers ited in the introdu tion.

4 Strong Equivalen e for Causal Theories
Causal theories T1 and T2 are equivalent if they have the same ausal models.
Causal theories T1 and T2 are strongly equivalent if, for every ausal theory T ,
T1 [ T and T2 [ T are equivalent.
An SE-stru ture for ausal theories over signature  is simply a pair of interpretations of  . An SE-stru ture (I; J ) is an SE-model of ausal theory T if
J j= T and I j= T J .

Theorem 1. Causal theories are strongly equivalent i they have the same SEmodels.
Hen e, strongly equivalent ausal theories not only have the same satisfying
interpretations but also agree on what is aused with respe t to ea h of them.
It is lear that strong equivalen e is maintained under substitution of equivalent formulas in heads and bodies of rules. What is more interesting is determining when one set of rules an be safely repla ed with another.
The following result appears as Proposition 4 in [8℄.

(H
in a ausal theory by the rules
F ( H; G ( H
does not a e t its ausal models. (ii) Repla ing a rule
F ( G_H
in a ausal theory by the rules
F ( G; F ( H
Fa t 3 (i) Repla ing a rule

F

^G

does not a e t its ausal models.

These are essentially laims about strong equivalen e, and they are easily he ked using Theorem 1. For instan e, to he k part (i), onsider any
SE-stru ture (I; J ). Noti e rst that J j= F ^ G
H i J j= F
H and
J j= G
H . Then noti e that I j= F ^ G i I j= F and I j= G.
The following result shows that repla ement of a formula F by a formula G
is safe in the presen e of the rule F  G
>.

(

(

(

(

Proposition 1. Let T1 and T2 be ausal theories, with T2 obtained from T1 by
repla ing any number of o urren es of formula F by formula G. Let
E = fF

G

( >g :

Then T1 [ E and T2 [ E are strongly equivalent.
This proposition follows easily from Theorem 1, given that the repla ement
property holds for formulas.2
The hoi e of the rule F  G
> in the statement of Proposition 1 is
optimal in the sense that adding it to T1 \eliminates" all and only those SEmodels (I; J ) of T1 for whi h either I 6j= F  G or J 6j= F  G.
Before presenting the proof of Theorem 1, we onsider one more example of
its use.
To this end, let us agree to all a ausal theory onjun tive if the head of
ea h of its rules is a onjun tion (possibly empty) of atoms.
2
That is, if F1 and F2 are formulas, with F2 obtained from F1 by repla ing any number
of o urren es of formula F by formula G, and I j= F  G, then I j= F1  F2 .

(

Proposition 2. Let
falsi ed. (Constants

1
1

= v1 and 2 = v2 be distin t atoms that an be jointly
and 2 need not be distin t.) The ausal theory

f

1 = v1

_

2 = v2

( >g

is not strongly equivalent to any onjun tive ausal theory.3
Proof. Let T be the ausal theory above, and suppose that T is a strongly
equivalent onjun tive ausal theory. (We will derive a ontradi tion.) Take interpretations I and J su h that I satis es only the rst of the atoms in T and
J satis es only the se ond. (This is possible sin e the atoms are distin t and
ea h an be falsi ed.) Both (I; J ) and (J; J ) are SE-models of T . By Theorem 1,
(I; J ) and (J; J ) are SE-models of T . Hen e, I j= T J and J j= T J . Sin e ea h
element of T J is a onjun tion of atoms, we an on lude that 1 does not appear
in T J ; indeed, any atom involving onstant 1 would be falsi ed by either I or J ,
sin e they were hosen to disagree on 1 . Similarly, 2 annot appear in T J . And
sin e there are no more onstants in the signature, and T J is a satis able set of
onjun tions of atoms, we on lude that T J = ;. Let I0 be an interpretation that
falsi es both 1 = v1 and 2 = v2 . (By assumption they are jointly falsi able.)
Then (I0 ; J ) is an SE-model of T but not of T , whi h by Theorem 1 yields the
ontradi tion we seek.
ut
Now let us onsider the proof of Theorem 1, whi h is quite similar to the
proofs of the orresponding strong equivalen e theorems from [24, 25℄ for logi
programs with nested expressions, default theories, and weight onstraint programs.
The following lemma is easily veri ed.

Lemma 1. Causal theories with the same SE-models have the same ausal models.
Proof (of Theorem 1). Assume that ausal theories T1 and T2 have the same
SE-models. We need to show that they are strongly equivalent. So onsider an
arbitrary ausal theory T . We need to show that T1 [ T and T2 [ T have the
same ausal models. Sin e T1 and T2 have the same SE-models, so do T1 [ T and
T2 [ T , and it follows by Lemma 1 that T1 [ T and T2 [ T also have the same
ausal models.
Now assume that T1 and T2 have di erent SE-models. Without loss of generality, assume that (I; J ) is an SE-model of T1 and not of T2 . We need to show
that T1 and T2 are not strongly equivalent. Consider two ases.
Case 1 : J 6j= T2 . Take
T = f =v

( > : J( ) = v g :

Be ause (I; J ) is an SE-model of T1 , J j= T1 , and by Fa t 1, J j= T1J . Meanwhile,
it is lear that J is the unique model of T J . Consequently, J is the unique model
3

A similar result for logi programs appears in [25℄.

of T1J [ T J = (T1 [ T )J . That is, J is a ausal model of T1 [ T . On the other
hand, sin e J 6j= T2 , J 6j= T2 [ T , and it follows by Fa t 2 that J is not a ausal
model of T2 [ T . Hen e, in this ase, T1 and T2 are not strongly equivalent.
Case 2 : J j= T2 . It follows that I 6j= T2J , sin e (I; J ) is not an SE-model
of T2 . On the other hand, it follows by Fa t 1 that J j= T2J . We may on lude
that I 6= J . Take
T = f : 1 = v1 

2 = v2

( > : I(

1)

= v1 ; J ( 2 ) = v2 g :

Noti e that the only models of T J are I and J . Sin e I 6j= T2J while J j= T2J , we
may on lude that J is the unique model of T2J [ T J = (T2 [ T )J . That is, J is
a ausal model of T2 [ T . On the other hand, sin e (I; J ) is an SE model of T1 ,
I j= T1J . We may on lude that I j= T1J [ T J = (T1 [ T )J , and sin e I 6= J , it
follows that J is not a ausal model of T1 [ T . Hen e, in this ase too, T1 and
T2 are not strongly equivalent.
ut

5 Strong Equivalen e of Causal Theories as Equivalen e
of Sets of Propositional Formulas
As we will show, strong equivalen e of two ausal theories an be determined by
he king the equivalen e of two orresponding, omparably-sized sets of propositional formulas. Consequently, if the ausal theories are nite, we an de ide
strong equivalen e by de iding the unsatis ability of a orresponding propositional formula. Of ourse this an in turn be de ided by a standard satis ability solver, on e we redu e the multi-valued propositional formula to a Boolean
propositional formula (whi h is straightforward).
The idea of the en oding is rst to make a \ opy" of the signature, sin e we
are interested in SE-stru tures, whi h are pairs of interpretations.
For any signature  , let signature  = f : 2  g, where is unique for
ea h 2  , and  is disjoint from  , with Dom ( ) = Dom ( ) for ea h 2  . For
any interpretation I of  , let I be the interpretation of  su h that I ( ) = I ( )
for all 2 .
Thus, the SE-stru tures for signature  are in one-to-one orresponden e
with the interpretations of  [ , ea h of whi h an be represented in the form
I [ J for some SE-stru ture (I; J ).
Of ourse there is no problem en oding the rst SE-model ondition, J j= T ,
and all that is needed for the se ond ondition, I j= T J , is to make a \ opy" of
the head of ea h rule as in the following.
For any ausal theory T over signature  ,
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

se(T ) = f G  F

^F

0

:F

( G2Tg

where F is the formula obtained from F by repla ing ea h o urren e of ea h
onstant 2  with the orresponding onstant 2  . So se(T ) is a set of
formulas over  [  .
0

0

0

0

Lemma 2. For any ausal theory T , an SE-stru ture (I; J ) is an SE-model of T
i I [ J j= se(T ).
Proof. Observe that the following two onditions are equivalent.
{ J j= F
G, and
0

(

if J j= G then I j= F .
{ I [ J j= G  F ^ F .
Consequently, J j= T and I j= T J i I [ J j= se(T ).
ut
Theorem 2. Causal theories T1 and T2 are strongly equivalent i se(T1 ) and
se(T2 ) are equivalent.
Proof. Follows easily from Lemma 2, given that the mapping (I; J ) 7! I [ J is
a bije tion from the set of SE-stru tures for  |the signature of T1 and T2 |to
the set of interpretations of  [  |the signature of se(T1 ) and se(T2 ).
ut
Noti e that if T is nite, so is se(T ). Abusing notation slightly, let us understand se(T ) to stand for the onjun tion of its elements in the ase that T is
nite. Then we have the following orollary to Theorem 2.
Corollary 1. Finite ausal theories T1 and T2 are strongly equivalent i the
formula se(T1 ) 6 se(T2 ) is unsatis able.
All that remains in order to automate the de ision pro ess is to redu e the formula se(T1 ) 6 se(T2 ) to a orresponding Boolean propositional formula, whi h
is straightforward. (See Appendix A in [8℄, for instan e.)
The en oding above losely resembles previous en odings [20, 15℄ for redu ing
strong equivalen e of logi programs to equivalen e in lassi al propositional
logi . It is also related to the redu tion in [25℄ of strong equivalen e of two
weight onstraint programs to in onsisten y of a single orresponding weight
onstraint program.
0

0

0

0

0

6 UCL
UCL is a modal nonmonotoni logi obtained from standard S5 modal logi
by imposing a simple xpoint ondition that re e ts the \prin iple of universal
ausation" (dis ussed in Se t. 3 in onne tion with ausal theories). In [23℄,
UCL was de ned not only in the (Boolean) propositional ase, but also for
nonpropositional languages that in lude rst and se ond-order quanti ers. In
the urrent paper, we onsider a di erent extension of (Boolean) propositional
UCL, built from the multi-valued propositional formulas de ned in Se t. 2.
The fundamental distin tion in UCL|between propositions that have a ause
and propositions that (merely) obtain|is expressed by means of the modal
operator C, read as \ aused." For example, one an write
G  CF

(1)

to say that F is aused whenever G obtains. If we assume that F and G are
formulas of the kind de ned in Se t. 2, then formula (1) orresponds to the
ausal rule F
G. This laim is made pre ise in Theorem 3 below.

(

6.1 Syntax
UCL formulas are obtained by extending the (impli it) re ursive de nition of
formulas from Se t. 2 with an additional ase for the modal operator C, in the
usual way for modal logi :

{ If F is a UCL formula, then so is CF .
A UCL theory is a set of UCL formulas.
6.2 Semanti s
An S5-stru ture is a pair (I; S ) su h that I is an interpretation and S is a set of
interpretations (all of the same signature) to whi h I belongs. Satisfa tion of a

UCL formula by an S5-stru ture is de ned by the standard re ursions over the
propositional onne tives, plus the following two onditions:

{ if p is an atom, (I; S ) j= p i I j= p ,
{ (I; S ) j= CF i , for all J 2 S , (J; S ) j= F .

We all the S5-stru tures that satisfy a UCL formula its S5-models. UCL formulas are S5-equivalent if they have the same S5-models. We extend these notions
to UCL theories (that is, sets of UCL formulas) in the usual way.
For a UCL theory T , if (I; S ) j= T , we say that (I; S ) is an I -model of T ,
thus emphasizing the distinguished interpretation I .
We say that I is ausal model of T if (I; fI g) is the unique I -model of T .

6.3 UCL Subsumes Causal Theories
Theorem 3. For any ausal theory T , the ausal models of T are pre isely the
ausal models of the orresponding UCL theory

f G  CF

:F

( G2Tg :

The proof presented here is essentially the same as the proof given in [23℄ for
the (Boolean) propositional ase, despite the fa t that the urrent paper uses a
di erent, more general de nition of a propositional formula.
We begin the proof with a lemma that follows easily from the de nitions.

Lemma 3. For every ausal rule F
two onditions are equivalent.

( G and S5-stru ture (I; S), the following

{ (I; S ) j= G  CF .
{ If I j= G, then, for all J 2 S , J j= F .

Proof (of Theorem 3). Let T be the UCL theory orresponding to ausal theory T .
Assume that I is the unique model of T I . By Lemma 3, (I; fI g) j= T . Let S
be a superset of fI g su h that (I; S ) j= T . By Lemma 3, for all J 2 S , J j= T I .
It follows that S = fI g, so (I; fI g) is the unique I -model of T .
0

0

0

0

Assume that (I; fI g) is the unique I -model of T . By Lemma 3, I j= T I .
Assume that J j= T I . By Lemma 3, (I; fI; J g) j= T . It follows that I = J , so
I is the unique model of T I .
ut
0

A similar result in [23℄ shows that UCL with rst and se ond-order quanti ation subsumes the nonpropositional ausal theories of [10℄, whi h in turn
subsume the (Boolean) propositional ausal theories of [17℄.
As mentioned previously, one of the original motivations for UCL was to
provide a more adequate semanti foundation for ausal theories. Another was
to unify two losely related approa hes to a tion representation, one based on
ausal theories and the other based essentially on default logi [16, 22℄. See [23℄
for more on UCL, in luding its lose relationship to disjun tive default logi [7℄
(an extension of Reiter's default logi ).

7 Strong Equivalen e for UCL
It is lear that S5-equivalen e implies strong equivalen e for UCL theories, but
the onverse does not hold. For example, let T = f:Cp; :C:pg. No superset of T
has a ausal model, so all supersets of T are strongly equivalent, yet T is not
S5-equivalent to T [ fpg, for instan e.
To apture strong equivalen e, we slightly strengthen the notion of S5-model.
An S5-model (I; S ) of UCL theory T is an SE-model of T if (I; fI g) j= T .
That is, (I; S ) is an SE-model i both (I; fI g) and (I; S ) are S5-models.
Noti e, for instan e, that the example UCL theory T above has no SE-models,
whi h is onsistent with the observation that no superset of T has a ausal model.

Theorem 4. UCL theories are strongly equivalent i they have the same SEmodels.
The proof of this theorem is similar to the proofs of SE-model hara terizations of strong equivalen e for other nonmonotoni formalisms. In parti ular, it
is very mu h like the earlier proof of Theorem 1 (for ausal theories), and so is
given a sket hier presentation.
We begin with the usual easily veri ed lemma.

Lemma 4. UCL theories with the same SE-models have the same ausal models.
Proof (of Theorem 4). The right-to-left dire tion is just as in the proof of Theorem 1, ex ept that now we are interested in UCL theories (instead of ausal
theories) and we use Lemma 4 (instead of Lemma 1).
For the other dire tion, assume without loss of generality that (I; S ) is an
SE-model of T1 but not of T2 .
Case 1 : (I; fI g) 6j= T2 . Take
T = f C = v : I( ) = v g

and the rest is easy. (See the orresponding ase in the proof of Theorem 1).

Case 2 : (I; fI g) j= T2 . So (I; S ) 6j= T2 , and thus S 6= fI g. Take
T = fF

 C = v : F 2 T2 ; (I; S ) 6j= F; I ( ) = v g :
Noti e rst that (I; S ) j= T1 [ T , and sin e S 6= fI g, I is not a ausal model
of T1 [ T . Noti e next that (I; fI g) j= T2 [ T . Assume that (I; S ) j= T2 [ T .
Sin e (I; S ) 6j= T2 and (I; S ) j= T2 , there is an F 2 T2 su h that (I; S ) 6j= F and
(I; S ) j= F . And sin e (I; S ) j= T , we may on lude that S = fI g. So I is a
ausal model of T2 [ T .
ut
0

0

0

0

0

8 Con luding Remarks
This paper introdu es mathemati ally simple hara terizations of strong equivalen e for ausal theories and for the nonmonotoni modal logi UCL. (It also
shows that even when multi-valued propositional atoms are in orporated, UCL
subsumes ausal theories, as expe ted.)
One of the original motivations for UCL was to provide a more adequate
semanti foundation for ausal theories, thus se uring repla ement properties
like those guaranteed by strong equivalen e. The results of this paper imply
that, from this point of view, (propositional) UCL was quite su essful. Indeed,
from Lemma 3 it follows that ausal theories have the same SE-models i the
orresponding UCL theories have the same S5-models. (To see this, let T be the
UCL theory orresponding to ausal theory T , and use Lemma 3 to verify that
(J; S ) j= T i , for all I 2 S , (I; J ) is an SE-model of T .) Consequently, S5 modal
logi , on whi h the xpoint semanti s of UCL is based, is perfe tly adequate for
hara terizing strong equivalen e of ausal theories. 4
At any rate, it is ni e to have the simpler SE-models used to hara terize
strong equivalen e of ausal theories in Theorem 1. Moreover, they lead naturally
to the result of Theorem 2, whi h redu es strong equivalen e of ausal theories
to a question of equivalen e of omparably-sized sets of propositional formulas.
0

0
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